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ABSTRACT. Most of the literature devoted to the topic of query optimiza-

tion in distributed databases addresses the problem of finding a deterministic 

strategy for assigning the component joins of a relational query to the pro- 

cessors of a network which can most efficiently execute the joins and can 

most economically perform the required interprocessor data transfers. The 

capacity of distributed systems for concurrent processing 
motivates the distri- 

bution of the database in a network. There is a different approach to query 

optimization if the system is viewed as one, which receives different types 

of queries at different times and process more than one query at the same 

time. The multiple-query problem is not deterministic; the multiple-query 

input stream constitute 

the multiple-query is distributed over the sites of the network as a probabil-

ity distribution. This kind of query optimization problem was solved for a 

single-join and a multiple-join of three relations, for relations stored at two 

sites. The problem of multiple-join leads to a special type of nonlinear pro- 

gramming problem, which we presented in [14]. In this article we give the 

general model for the join of three relations in sequential and parallel execu- 

tion mode. These problems leads to the same type of nonlinear programming 

problem. 

a stochastic process. The strategy for executing 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The query optimization problem for a single query in a distributed databaste 

system was treated in great detail in the literature, see [3], [4), [10, [l5 
For each new type of query that arrives at the system, a new optimal strates 

is deternined. A distributed system can receives different types of queries 

processes them at the sanme time. In this case the determination of the optl 

query prOCessing strategy is a stochastic optimization problem. Query proC 

ing strategics may be distributed over the processors of a network as proDa 
distributions. The "decision variables" of the stochastic query optimization pr 

ob-

lem are the probabilities that a component operator of the query is executeu a 

particular site of the network. 

S- 

ility 
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Tm IRl the authors extend the state-transition model proposed by Lafortune and 

Wong [9] and the original muliprocessing model of [7] and [6]. The main objective 
of the model is to give query-processing strategies, which are globally optimal. 

In 18] is presented the stochastic query optinization model for a single-join, the 

sequential and the paralel execution of a single-join and a multiple-join of three 
sequ 
relations, where the component relations are stored in two site of the distributed 

database system. 
In paper [14 we presented the stochastic model for the join of three relations, 

which are stored at three different sites. This stochastic query optimization prob- 
lem leads to a nonlinear progranming problem, which is specific one. In [14 we 
give an algorithm to solve this nonlinear programming problern. In this article 
we present general models, containing sequential and parallel operation of two 
queries of type join of three relations. These leads to the same type of nonlinear 
programming problem as the problem from [14], which we solve for different cases 
and the results are presented in tables. From the examples we can see the global 

optimality of the stochastic query optimization model. 
One of the main objectives of distributed systems is the use of the database 

as shared resource. Different transactions can execute different types of queries 
against the same database at the same time. We consider two modes of multiple 

query operation: sequential and parallel operation. 

2. SEQU ENTIAL OPERATION 

Let be the following two queries: 

Q1= A M B « C,Q2 = D w En F 

where A n B 40; BnC # 0 DnE#0; EnF#0 and the relations A and D 
are stored at site 1, the relations B and E at site 2 and the relations C and F at 

site 3. So the initial state of relations referenced by the query Q3 in the three-site 

network is the next column vector: 

A, D 
B, E 

C,F 
To= 

e the i-th component of the vector xo is the set of relations stored at site 

2, 3) at time t = 0. The initial state so is given with time-invariant 

probability po = p{o). 
e Consider these queries arrive separately, one after the other, with an aver- 

Fo erarrival time of length 6. We assume that no updates may be made to the 

1s referenced by the two query while they are being processed. We don't 

eXea. assumptions concerning the order of arrivals of Q1 and Q2 and their 

ti . The concurrent execution of these queries is treated in the next subsec- 

e state-transition graph for the stochastic query optinization of queries 
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74 Q1 and Q2 executed in sequential mode is shown in Figure 1. The notation for s 

the nodes of the state-transition graph is: ijk, where i is for the state, j denotes 

the query type and k is for the stage. We will associate a transition probability 

each transition arc of the state-transition model. Let pij denote the conditional 

time-invariant probability that the system undergoes transition from state z; to 

state 
Let gi be the probability that a query is of type Q:(i = 1,2) and qi + 2 = 1. 

Proposition 2.1 The general, sequential multiple-join stochastic query optimiza- 

tion model for 2 queries and 3 sites defines a nonlinear progTamming problem that 

me be decomposed into 2 independent nonlinear progrumming subproblems. 

Proof: We will associate the join-processing times with the nodes of the state- 

transition graph and communication times to the arcs of the graph. Let T,(X) 

denote the total processing time required for computing in state . 

So we have: 

Ti1u(B') = ti(A x B)+C21 (B); 
T211(B') = ta(A M B) + Ci2(4); 

Ti12(C") = ts(B' n C)+ C13(B'); 
T212(C) = i(B n C) + C31(C); 

T312(C') = ts (B' M C)+ C23(5); 

Ta2(C") = ta(B w C) +cg2(C); 

We use the decomposition principle of separable nonlinear programming. The 

stochastic query optimization subproblem for query Q1 is: 

T1 Tul(B)Po,111 + Ta12(C)Po,111P111,212A 
T2T211(B)Po,211 +Ta12(C")Po,211P211,412 A 
T3 T112(C")Po,111P111,112 +T312(C")Po,211P211,312 A 

Po,111 +Po,211=1 
P111,112 + P111,212 T 

P211,312 +P211,412 =1 

min A 

The nonlinear programming problem can be solved with the algorithm from [14. 
The stochastic query optimization subproblem for query Q2 is: 

T= Ti21(E")Po,121 +T222(F")Po,121P121,222 SA 
T 221(E)Po,221 + T122(F°}po,221P221,122 A 
Ts=T122(F")Po,121P121,122 + T322(F)Po,221P221,322 A 

Po,121 + Po,221= 1 

P121,122 tP121,222=l 
P221,322+ P221,422 = 1 

min A 

where Ti2(E') = ti(D n E) + C2u(E); 
Te21 (E") = t2(D w E) + C2(D); 
Ti2(F") = t(E x F) + Ci3(E") 
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A 

A 

Fig. 1 
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Ta2(F)=ti(E' * F) + Ca1(F); 

T322(F) = ta(E" M F) + C23(E"); 

Ta22F") = t2 (E F) + C32(F); 

The nonlinear programming problem can be solved with the algorithm frorn (1 

The result of the stochastic optimization problem for the sequential execution of 

queries Q1 and Q2 is: 
A = q1A +922 

3. THE PARALLEL OPERATION 

In distributed databases is a major interest to load-share through parallel pro- 

cessing. In this section we present the stochastic model for parallel processing of 

queries of types Q1 and Q2 from the precedent section. If queries of types Q1 and 

Q2 arrive approximately in the same time these will be processed parallel sinilar 

to section 3.2 of |8. Let Q3 denote the aggregate query type, which occurs with 

probability q3, (g1 +2 +g3 = 1), thus the input stream consists of mixed arrivals 

of types 1,Q2,3.
In order to construct the state-transition graph for the parallel operation, we 

start with the state-transition graph for the sequential operation. We will take 

into consideration to execute only one join operation in one site of a state and 

to execute different join operations in the sites of a state. In the case of parale 
operation it is necessary to transfer two relations from one state of parallel machine 
to another state, which we mark on the edges of the state-transition graph. The 
notations for the states T; of the parallel machine are: i is for the strategy and 

is for the stage. 
There are different sequences to process the query of type Q1, see section 2 from 

[14, for query of type Q2 too. 

3.1. One execution sequence. In this subsection we consider the following se- 

quences: 
Q1 = (A » B) « C;Q2 = (D « E) * F; 

The state-transition graph for the parallel machine for Q3 is shown in Figure 
For the other execution sequences the state-transition graph can be constructed 
in the sane manner and the stochastic optimization problem can be formulated

and solved similar. We consider, that relation A and relation C has no commun 
attributes, so there are two correct sequences for the execution of the query 
type Q. Similarry, we consider that relation D and relation F has no common 

attributes, so the query of type Qa can be executed in two different order of the 
join operations. Thus, for parallel execution of queries of types Q1 and 2 ther 
are four different pOssibilities to construct the state-transition graph combining 

the execution sequences for Q1 and Q2. 

f 
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(A,D, B' 
F3:2 12B,E,E', F' 

B'13 C,F.C" 

(A,D,B (A,D,B',C' C 3:1 

1B,E,E' 

C.P 
F3:2 22 B,E,E', P' 

C,P 
:3:1 

D 1:2 

(A, D,B'C 
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C.P.F 

E 23 
B 2:1 

(A, D 
=B, 

C.P A,D,E 
42B,, B, C" 

C,F,F' 
A1:2 

E 2:1 C 32 

E13 
(A,D, E (4,D, E', F 

F 3:1 2 B.E,B a18,E,B' 

c. C,F B' 2:3 C,F,C' 

F 3:1 

C 3:2 (A, D,E',F' 
oa 8,E,B,C' 

C,F 

Fig. 2 

roposition 3.1 The general, parallel multiple-join stochastic query optimiza- 

TOdel for 2 queries and 3 sites defines a nonlinear programming problem. 
tion 
roof: Let the notations be the following in the selected case: 

B = A M B;C' = B' n C; E'= D « E; F = E' n F; 

e Stochastic query optimization problem for (23 1S: 

i(B)po,11 + T21 (E)Po,21 + T22(C')Po,11P11,22 
+132(C)Po,1Pt1,32t 

*ls2(P")Po,21P21.52 + T62(F)Po,21P21,62 
As 

11(E)Po,11 + T21 (B')po,21 
+T12(F)P0,11P11,12 

+ 722(F)Po,11P11,22+ 

T2 
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+T12(C")1Po,21P21,42 + Te2(C")Po,21P21,02 As 

Ta= T12(C)Po,11P11,12 + T32()Po,117P11,32 + 712(")Po,21P21,42+ 
+T52(C")Po,21?21,52 As 

Po,11 tPo,21=1 

P11,12 t P1,22 t P11,32= 
Pa1,42 P21,52 t P21,62= T 

min A3 

where Ti (B') = ti (A x B) + cou (B); 71 (E') = ta(D m E) + Ci2(D); 
T2 (B') = t2(A N B) + C2(A);T»i (E') = t1 (D m E) +C21 (E); 

Ti2(C") = ts (B' » C) + C13(B');T12(F/) = t2(E' w F) +C32(F); 

T22(C") =ti(B' » C) + C31 (C);T22(F") = t2(E' F)+C32(F); 

T32(C)= ti (B" * C) +Ca1(C);T32(F") = ta(E MF) +C23(E); 
Ti2(C') = ta (B » C) + C32 (C);Ta2(F") = ts (E' n F)+Ci3(E"); 

Tsa(C"')= ts(B' « C) +C2a (B');Ts2(F") = t4 (E' m F) + Ca1 (F); 
Ts2(C') = t2(B' « C) + C32(C); T62(F") = ti(E' M F) +C31(F); 

In order to solve this nonlinear programming problem we can apply the algorithum 
from 14, but it has to be modified. The continuous functions are: 

Ji(T1, T2,. . ,T8)= C1T1 + C2T2 C31*4 +C4T1®5+C5C2T7+C62 T8; 

S2(1, T2,. . , Ts)= C7T1 + CgW2 + C9T1 W3 +C10#1T4 t C11T2T6+C12T2Tg J3(T1, T2. . , Tg)= C13T1*3 +C14T1*'5 +C15t2W6 +C16T2*7; 
where 

Po,11; T2 Po,21; T3 P11,12; *4=Pi1,22 
s P11,32, C6 P21,42; t7= P21,52; #g= P21,62; 
C= T1(B');o2 = T21(E'");c3 =T22(C"); c4 = T32(C"); cs = Ts2(F"); 
c= Te2(F); c7 = Tu (E');ca = T21 (B'); co = Ti2(F); C10 = T22(F); 
C1= T42(C"); C12 =T62(C"); C13 = Ti2(C"); c14 =T32(F"); 
C5 Ta2(F'); c16 = Ts2(C"); 

The results obtained applying the algorithin are in the table from Figure 3. 
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Nr. of bits for A 8.000.000 8.000.000 8.000.000 Nr. of bits for B 4.000.000 1.000.000 1.000.000 Nr. of bits for C 10.000000 5.000.000 1.000.000 Nr. of bits for D 10.000000 8.000.000 5.000.000 Nr. of bits for E 8.000.000 1.000.000 2.000.000 Nr. of bits for F 4.000.000 5.000.000 3.000.000 

165,82 146,35 
0,325 
0,675 
0,85 
0,15 

b 

c) 

A3 
91,33 
1 0,025 

0,975 
Po,11 
Po,21 
P11,12 
Pi1,22 
Pi1,32 
P21,42 
P21,52 
P21,62 

0 

0 
0,4 
0,6 

0 

0,16 
0,84 0 

0 0 

0,85 
0,15 

0 

1 
Fig. 3 

3.2. Another execution sequence for the parallel operation. If we consider 
another execution sequence for the query of type Qa and for the query of type Qi 
we maintain the sequence from the previous section. So the execution sequences 
are the following: 

Q1= (A M B) M C;Q2 = D » (E w F); 

We obtain the state-transition graph from Figure 4. 
We propose this sequence in order to share the work in the first step of the 

parallel query execution between the sites. In the sequence of the previous section 
there was nothing to do in site 3, with the actual sequence, in the first step every 
three sites participate in the parallel execution of queries Q1 and Q2. Thus the 
number of states of the state-transition graph will increase, there are much more 

pOssibilities of execution, therefore we expect a smaller execution time than in the 
previous section. Let be the next notations: 

B' = A M B; C" = B' M C; E' = E M F; D' = D » E'; 

Ine stochastic query optimization problem is the following: 

TTn(B')Po,11 + T2a (B')po,21 +Ti2(D')Po.11P11,12 + 122(C)Po,11P11,2+ 
tl42(C")Po,21P21,42 +T52(D')Po,21P21,52 + T62(D )po,31P31,62+ 

+T82(D)Po,31P31,82 A4 
22(E)Po,21 + T31 (B')po,31 +Ts2(D')Po,21P21,32 + Ti2(D)Po,21/P21,42+ 

+T72(C")po,31 P31,72 + Ts2(C")po,31P31,82 A4 

'3T1(E)po.11 + Tau (E')po.31 +T12(C')Po,11Pi1,12 +722(D )Po,1P11,22+ 
T32(C")Po,21 P21.32 + Ts2(C")po,21P21,52 + T62(C)Po,31P31,62+ 

The 
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(A,D,B,DY 
1:3 n B,2 

(4,D,3 
B,3 

'3:1 

C3:1 (A,D, 
D1:3 

(4,D, 
B 2:1 13,3 ,2",D" 

C,7,C E2:3 
' 1:3 

D1:2 

A,D,3 (A,D,F ,C *** 

C3:1 

(A, 
E2:1 u 3,8,8 1-3,8,3',D 

D1:2 

F3:2 
B 1:3 

3' 2:1 

c,F 
A,DF,D 

a-3,8, 

Al:2 E2:3 A,0,D 
B,8, 

3:1 

3:3 

A,D / 

******************** 
-8,3,3 c3:2 n-8,F,3',C" c,F Dl:3 ,a,3,C| 

C3:2 
F'3:1 4,D,J 

-B,3,3',C 

Fig. 4 
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Po,11 Po,21 +Po,31=1 
Pi1,12 + Pi1,22 = 1 

P21,32 + P21,42 P21,52 = 1 
P31,62 P31,72 + P31,82 = 1 

min A4 

here Tu (B') = t1(A M B) + C21 (B);Tu (E') = ts (E n F) + C23 (E); Ta (B') = ti(A M B) +C21 (B); T21 (E') = t2(E n F) + C3o2(F); Ts1 (B') = t2(A N B) +Ci2{A);T31 (E') = ts(E « F) + C23(E); Ti2(C') = ts(B « C) + e13(B');Ti2(D') = ti (D « E') + C31(E'); Ta2(C"') = ti(B' w C) + C31 (C);T22(D') = t2(D « E') + Ci3(DP); T3a(C") = ta(B' « C) + Ci3(B');T32(D') = t2(D « E') +C12(D); Ta2(C') = ti(B w C) + Ca1(C);T42(D') = ta(D M E') + C12(D); T52(C') = ta(B' x C)+ C13(B);Ts2(D') = ti (D M E') +C211 (E); To2 (C') = t3(B' n C) + C23 (B'); Ts2 (D') = ti(D E') + c311 (E"); 
Tr2(C") = t2(B' M C) + C32(C);T72(D°) = ts(D n E) + C13(DP); 
Ts2(C") = ta(B' « C) + c32(C); Ts2(D') = th(D « E) +C31 (E'); 

The nonlinear programming problem can be solved by the algorithm from [14 
with the necessary modifications and with the following continuous functions: 

J(1, 2.. ., T11) = C1t1 +C272 + c3#14 +C41T5 +C#2T7 + Ca#2*s+ 

+C73T9+ Cg3T11, 
J2T1, T2,... ,Ti1) = cg#2 + c100'3 + C12T6 + +c12T2 77 + C13#3*10+ 

+C14311i 

wher 1 Po,11; #2 = Po,21; X3 = Po,31;TA = P11,12, T5 = P11,22; Tg P21,32 

J3(1,T2,... ,t11) = C15*1 + C16T3 +C171C4 +C181I5 +C19T2W6+ 

+C20#2#'s+C21t39 + C22T3T10% 

7P21,42; #g = P21,52; T9 = P31,62; T10 = P31,72) ai1 = Pa1,82 

results obtained applying the algorithm for two cases of the previous sec- 

lon are in the table from Figure 5. 
We 
fror e ron the results, that in case a), which is identical with the case a) 

revious section, the result is better, 161,65 seconds, regard to 165,82 

To T'he case b) is the same with the case c) from the previous section and the 

So i O4,163 seconds, less than 91,33 seconds obtaincd in the previous sections. 

umber of statcs increase, the mean processing time decrease. 

ca 
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Case a) b) 

Nr. of bits for A 8.000.000 8.000.000 | 
Nr. of bits for B 4.000.000 1.000.000 

Nr. of bits for C 10.000000 1.000.000 

Nr. of bits for D 10.000000 5.000.000 

Nr. of bits for E 8.000.0002.000.000 
Nr. of bits for F4.000.000 3.000.000 

A4 161,65 64,163 

Po,11 0,05 0,55 
Po,21 0,9 0,45 

0,05 0 Po,31 
P11,12 
P11,22 
P21,32 0,45 

0,15 
0,4 
0,4 
0,45 

1 P21 42 
P21,52 0 

0,65 
0,35 

P31,62 
P31,72 
P31,82 0,15 0 

Fig. 5 
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